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Details of Visit:

Author: Thurson
Location 2: Paddington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 4 Mar 2013 13:10
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 180
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Admiral Escorts
Website: http://www.admiralescorts.com/
Phone: 07933999399

The Premises:

Nice ensuite room in an apartment within a modern block. All clean and tidy. It's a safe environment,
which several girls work from out of different apartments within the building. There is always
someone at the front door, but this is never a problem presuming the girl buzzes you in.

The Lady:

Very pretty redhead. She met me wearing a pretty cocktail dress, which showed off her figure. Very
slim with petite A cup boobs. Very friendly and smiley. Polish girl who speaks excellent English. She
comes across both as demure and yet confident, like a few good Polish girls I've met.  

The Story:

Booked Cherry through Top Secret Escorts but as they are not listed I put Admiral instead, who also
have her on their books. Cherry welcomed me to the apartment with a kiss on either cheek before
inviting me into her room. Nice that the room has an ensuite bathroom and being invited to use the
shower I was happy to spend a few minutes there making sure that I was fresh.
After a good 30 seconds of conversation (I'm not one for idle chit chat) Cherry was happy to start
with some kissing. She's a pleasure to kiss and lips and tongues were soon at work, while we rolled
back and forth over the bed.
Once divested of clothing Cherry gave great OWO and on another day would doubtless have
brought me to CIM, but I had other designs for today. Before moving on to the main event however,
I returned the favour with Cherry, which she seemed to enjoy. I didn't stay down to finish her off
though, as little T was getting impatient. On with the hat and a lovely mish session to completion.
Cherry was in no hurry for me to exit afterwards, and we remained joined at the hip for more
sensuous kisses and caresses.
Dismounting just to divest myself of the protection and a quick wipe down we rejoined action. I was
very pleased that Cherry seemed just as enthusiastic for this as for me and had never left my side
for a moment. More kisses and RO before various doggy positions, although on this occasion I
wasn't going to get over the line for a second time. Once tired out, I lay down beside her but we still
weren't quite done and Cherry started a HJ before moving on to OWO again, but then realised that
we had gone over time.
After a shower, there were lots more kisses as I got dressed and thanked Cherry for a lovely hour.
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Next time I would definitely come back for a 90 minute appt.
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